
ADVANTEX® PRODUCTS

ADVANTEX®  
Single-use Microfiber Mop works 
with the Advantex® G8 Microfiber 
Applicator System

ADVANTEX® SINGLE-USE 
MICROFIBER MOP
Microfiber locks and lifts bioburden, dirt and  
contaminants away for efficient and effective cleaning.  
Our mops have a significatly lower environmental impact 
than reusable laundered mops. Patent #11045063
MODEL #4831

ADVANTEX STRAP MOP
The Advantex Single-use Strap Mop is compatible with all 
Geerpres® wringers, the Geerpres® DynaMate®, and other 
traditional mop holders. Composed of a 1.5" band and microfiber 
straps, the Advantex Strap Mop quickly absorbs large spills and 
can absorb up to 84 oz. of fluid.
MODEL #4852

ADVANTEX SPILL MOP
The 18" Advantex High-Absorbency Single-use Spill Mop works with the 16" Advantex 
Mop Frame (Model #4713). Designed to absorb spills quickly using a flat mop handle 
without the mess of a bucket and wringer. Absorbs up to 32 oz. in minutes with no drips 
or leakage from floor to trash. This versatile Spill Mop can also be utilized in the bottom of 
waste or recycling receptacles to absorb leaking and pooling liquids. 
MODEL #4830

ADVANTEX MICROFIBER LIMITED-USE XL MOP
The 18" Advantex Microfiber XL Mops can easily be attached and removed 
from the flat mop head frame then thrown away after use. Great for 
locations that may not have the equipment or space for laundering. These 
mops can be used multiple times (and even laundered up to three times!) 
prior to disposal. It is ideal for tile floors, rough surfaces, general mopping, 
and finish applications. 
MODEL #4828

HANDLE & FRAME MODEL #4020
MOP MODEL #4852

32 OZ. CAPACITY

MOP MODEL #4830

ADVANTEX Single-use High 
       Duster Sleeve MODEL #48151

ADVANTEX® HIGH DUSTER TOOL
Telescoping aluminum handle extend from 42" to 72" for 
reaching high places. High duster flexible frame attachment 
with quick connect available to create a multi-purpose tool. 
MODEL #100113

Our entire Advantex® product line  
is systematically designed for all  
healthcare/clinical, cleanroom,  
and food service applications.

ADVANTEX G8 MICROFIBER APPLICATOR SYSTEM 
The Advantex G8’s revolutionary, large-capacity removable tank makes refilling easy. The 
dual outlet provides uniform application and flow control. Improve EVS efficiency and 
performance. Patent #10682034 
MODEL #200020

MOP MODEL #4828

MOP MODEL #4831

71%

MADE FROM

RECYCLED
BOTTLES
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ADVANTEX® PRODUCTS

ADVANTEX SINGLE-USE MICROFIBER WIPES  
Compatible with all disinfectant solutions, Advantex® wipes  
are extremely durable and have tremendous absorbency  
and release in a single-use option.

NEW ADVANTEX  

MICROFIBER HAND DUSTER
The Advantex Microfiber Dust Hero's professional-grade 
microfiber grabs hold of grim, bacteria, and dust and doesn't 
let go. We don't just move dust around; we capture and 
remove it. Our professional-grade duster head is very dense 
and robust; however, it easily fits in small spaces, and the 
extendable handle helps reach those high areas.

DUSTER MODEL #48004G 
DUSTER REFILL KIT MODEL #48005G

VISIBLY DENSE & ROBUST 
MICROFIBER

WIPE CONSTRUCTION FEATURES:
•  Compatible with all disinfectants, including quats,  

chlorine and peroxides

• Non-linting, USP 797 compliant

•  70 GSM (1/4 folded wipe) and 48 GSM (rolled wipe) 
hydroentangled, synthetic microfibers 

 

MICROFIBER PERFORMANCE FEATURES: 
Superior option to eliminate cross-contamination risks for 
critical area cleaning
•  Excellent absorbency, release and square foot coverage in a 

durable single-use wipe - will not rip/tear

•  Effective, consistent bio-burden removal (3-4 log)

ADVANTEX 1/4 FOLD WIPE DISPENSER
The Advantex 1/4 Fold Wipe Dispenser is designed to hold a  
50 pack of the Advantex® 1/4 Fold Microfiber Wipes (Model 
#48424 not included). Add the cleaning chemistry of your  
choice or use dry. Flip-hinged lid securely attaches to bucket  
for easy access. Dispenser is 10"L x 8"W x 5"D. 

ADVANTEX SINGLE-USE MICROFIBER 
WIPE DISPENSER
The Advantex Single-use Microfiber Wipe Dispenser is  
compatible with both the 6 x 8" (Model #48426) and the  
10" x 12" (Model #48421012  refill rolls (not included).  
Add the cleaning chemistry of your choice or use dry. 

ADVANTEX® ENGINEERED SINGLE-USE 
MICROFIBER WIPES & DISPENSERS
Model # Description

48426
ADVANTEX® Single-use Non-woven Microfiber Refill Roll 6" x 8" Wipe  
(100 per roll - 24 rolls per case) 

48421012
ADVANTEX® Single-use Non-woven Microfiber Refill Roll 10" x 12" Wipe  
(50 per roll - 24 rolls per case)

4846D
ADVANTEX 6" x 8" Single-use Non-woven Microfiber Dispenser Only for Use 
With 48426 and 48421012 Wipes (6 dispensers per case)

4845D
ADVANTEX 10" x 12" Single-use Non-woven Microfiber Dispenser Only for 
Use With 48421012 Wipes (6 dispensers per case)

48424
ADVANTEX® Single-use Non-woven Microfiber 1/4 Folded 12" x 12" Wipe  
(50 per pack - 24 packs per case) 

4843D
ADVANTEX 1/4 Fold Wipe Dispenser Only for Use With 48424 Wipe  
(6 dispensers per case)

4843BP
ADVANTEX 1/4 Fold Wipe Dispenser Only for Use With 48424 Wipe  
(500 dispensers per case)

THE ONLY SUSTAINABLE 
ADVANTEX LOO-MOP
The sustainable Advantex Loo-Mop is a toilet brush with 
bamboo handle, comprised of 100% biodegradable materials. 
Durable for multi-use through a single-use design, the Advantex 
Loo-Mop reduces waste (versus plastic toilet brushes) and 
cross-contamination risks. Patent #18216326 
MODEL #4855
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